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Abstract
Up to 45% of patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) will develop visual
hallucinations (VH) at some point in their illness. Although medication,
depression, illness duration and ophthalmic abnormalities are identified as risk
factors for VH-PD, specific perceptual and cognitive impairments may also play
a role. The aim of this study was therefore to explore a hierarchy of low level
perceptual processes, imagery and high level executive functions linked to
reasoning in groups of VH and non VH PD.
This study investigated 18 patients with non dementing idiopathic PD. Nine
patients had a history of VH. The VH and non VH PD groups were matched for
demographic (age, gender), neuropsychological (premorbid and current levels
of functioning) and clinical characteristics (disease duration, motor symptom
severity, daily levodopa medication) apart from presence of VH in the index
group. The VH-PD and non VH PD groups completed tests of bottom-up object
processing and recognition, visual imagery, and top-down executive functions
such as response inhibition, response suppression, source monitoring and
spatial and probabilistic reasoning.
Compared to the non VH-PD group, VH-PD patients showed impairments
in object perception and recognition impairments in cases when key identifying
details were obscured. They also made more source misattribution errors,
where self-generated images were misattributed to an external source. Finally,
abnormalities in reasoning were evident. On the other hand, there were
no differences between the VH-PD and non VH-PD groups on measures of
visual perception using canonical views of objects, spatial perception, visual
imagery, and other measures of executive function (initiation and suppression of
responses, decision-making and self-monitoring).
The findings are discussed in relation to models of delusion and hallucination
formation.
Keywords: Parkinson’s disease; Visual hallucinations; Visual Perception;
Visual Recognition; Source Memory; Reasoning

Introduction
Hallucinations occur in the waking state and are defined as
perceptions in the absence of environmental/external stimulation of
the relevant sensory organ (see [1]. Surveys of psychiatric disturbance
in Parkinson’s disease (PD) report prevalence estimates of visual
hallucinations (VH) between 8 to 45% [2-4]. The evolution of VH
follows a progressive pattern, starting with vivid dreams, night terrors
and nightmares, before gradually appearing during wakefulness and
becoming increasingly more frequent. At first patients may retain
insight into their VH; however their ominous nature is reflected in
the VH becoming accompanied by paranoid and delusional ideation
before leading to a permanent confusional state [5-9] Predisposing
vulnerability factors include illness duration, medication, age,
depression, sleep disturbance and cognitive decline [10]. Peripheral
visual impairment also appears to be a contributory factor, as dim
lighting i.e. use of scotopic vision appears to increase the frequency
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and duration of VH [11], in a manner similar to that described in
Charles Bonnet Syndrome [12,13], a condition characterized by
recurrent vivid VH in the presence of normal cognition and insight
[14].
VH in PD develop within a multisystem neurodegenerative
condition, which originate with the progressive loss of dopamine
producing neurons in the substantia Ingra pars compact and ventral
tegmental area [15]. This midbrain neuropathology in turn causes
abnormal dopaminergic modulation of the striatum, leading to the
hallmark motor signs of bradyphrenia, rigidity and tremor [16].
As a close functional relationship exists between the midbrain
and neocortical areas including the prefrontal cortex [17] and the
hippocampus (for a review, see [18], it is not surprising to find
evidence in PD of deficits in both prefrontal-dependent functions
which include planning, problem-solving, reasoning [19,20],
response inhibition [21], working memory [22] and hippocampus-
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dependent primary memory processes that support delayed recall
and the recollection of episodic details during recognition [21-23].
Although not traditionally included in the pathophysiological/
neuro pathological description of PD, several lines of evidence show
abnormal dopaminergic modulation of the visual system is also
present. Supporting evidence for this proposal is briefly outlined
below.
First, macaque monkeys chronically treated with 1-methyl4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) as a model of PD,
show morphological impairments in dopaminergic retinal neurons,
particularly amacrine cells, the main neuronal subtype postsynaptic
to dopaminergic cells. Additionally, electrical synapses among all
classes of retinal cells, as well as chemical synapses between amacrine
and rod bipolar cells, are deteriorated in parkinsonian monkeys.
These results highlight that the scotopic visual pathway is severely
impaired in the parkinsonian condition and provide a morphological
basis for a number of abnormalities found in electrophysiological and
psychophysical trials in PD patients and animal models [24].
Second, abnormal delays in visual evoked potentials (VEP)
are reported in untreated de novo PD [25]. Furthermore, VEP
abnormalities in PD were eliminated [25], or reduced in VH-PD [26],
by the dopamine precursor levodopa.
Third, functional brain imaging reveals reduced activation of
the lateral occipital cortex and extra striate temporal areas several
seconds before image recognition in VH-PD compared to groups of
non VH PD and healthy volunteers [27].
The central cognitive processes implicated in the development of
VH in PD have not been extensively explored. Previous studies of
hallucinations and delusions in other illnesses, such as schizophrenia
for example, suggest that their presence is marked by a bias towards
attributing an image which has been generated by oneself, to an
external source, termed reality or source monitoring errors [28,29].
Source monitoring refers to the normal process by which perceived
and imagined events are discriminated in memory. Memories
originating from experienced events have more contextual, perceptual
and meaningful information than memories derived from internally
generated events such as dreams and fantasies [30,31]. However,
if perceptual qualities of imagined events are unusually vivid,
they may be more difficult to discriminate from perceived events.
This may occur if reflective processes recruit an overabundance of
perceptual processes during imagination. Another possible source
of deficit in source monitoring is that healthy volunteers often refer
to supporting memories and contextual information to substantiate
their perceptions. A reduction in the amount of contextual
information usually associated with perceived events or an increase
in the contextual information associated with imagined events may
produce deficits in reality monitoring [32]. If there is a disruption in
the retrieval of contextual memories or the coding of these memories
initially, the context of the input of the stimulus is likely to be reduced
and the memory may be experienced as more isolated, foreign, and
unreal to the individual. A deficit in the ability of an individual to
access information during recall of real versus imagined events may
similarly disrupt reality monitoring [31]. Another way in which
internally derived imagination and externally derived memories are
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distinguished is through reasoning. Such processes include retrieving
additional information from memory and considering if the target
memory could have been perceived or self-generated given these
other specific memories or general knowledge [33]. Garety and
colleagues have found evidence of probabilistic reasoning biases in
some hallucinating and deluded patients [34,35]. These biases were
a tendency to make decisions on the basis of very little information
(jumping to conclusions) and to express high levels of certainty
(over-confidence). They also were more responsive to disconfirming
information than were non psychotic controls, changing their
decisions more rapidly. The material in the studies was neutral
(concerning judgments about jars of colored beads), in a deliberate
attempt to investigate judgments that were impersonal or emotionally
loaded [36]. Were the first to investigate source monitoring in 22
VH-PD, 22 non VH-PD patients and 22 healthy controls. Their study
revealed that VH-PD is marked by dissociation between (deficient)
source monitoring, visual perception and (intact) visual imagery,
spatial perception and imagery. These findings suggest that VH in
PD could stem from a combination of faulty perceptual processing
of environmental events/stimuli, and reduced reliance on contextual
recollection during source monitoring.
Charles Bonnet Syndrome shows that vivid VHs can be
precipitated by sensory deprivation alone. And it may be the case
that abnormal dopamine in the visual pathway in PD may also
contribute to the qualitative nature of the type of VH experienced in
PD. However, unlike cases of Charles Bonnet Syndrome, VH-PD is
marked by cognitive impairment and diminished insight [37].
The studies reviewed so far suggest that abnormalities in the
processing of images, beginning at the level of the retina and
continuing up to occipito-temporal areas may be risk factors for
VH in PD. So that degraded images present the visual system with
anomalous images which can be misinterpreted. However, visual
perceptual and visual recognition impairments are only part of
the story. Studies of other psychopathologies, such as the Capgras
delusion, suggest that impairments in prefrontal-dependent
executive functions linked to abnormal reasoning also play a critical
role. Capgras delusion is characterized by the abnormal belief that
one or a small number of highly significant or familiar others have
been replaced by imposters who bear a close physical similarity to
the original/s [38]. The delusion can be part of a broader psychotic
illness such as paranoid schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder,
but can also develop in isolation within the context of a neurological
condition, such as stroke or head injury [38]. Functional and
structural imaging of a number of these cases shows Capgras delusion
to be associated with the presence of focal right hemisphere lesions
involving both prefrontal and parietal/temporal neocortical areas
[39-41]. The co-occurrence of anterior and posterior lesions, together
with evidence of executive and perceptual impairments in Capgras
delusion (for example [40], is consistent with the proposal that
abnormal prefrontal-dependent reasoning or reality testing styles or
bias’ fails to discount well-established perceptual disturbances [42].
In sum, these separate lines of evidence suggest that VH in PD
may arise out of a hierarchy of perceptual and cognitive processing
abnormalities which include a bottom-up retinal and posterior cortical
impairment in the visual encoding and perception of fine detail which
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leads to the misidentification of objects in the environment; second,
an increased propensity to believe that internally generated mental
images are real items occurring in the environment; and finally, a
top-down/anterior cortical reasoning deficiency in which VH-PD
patients fail to eliminate an irrelevant hypothesis and are more likely
to omit one or more appropriate hypotheses from consideration. The
model is illustrated in Figure 1.
The aim of the current study was to explore this proposed
hierarchy of perceptual, recognition and reasoning deficits in groups
of VH and non VH PD patients. The design of the study has, in part,
been informed by the functional model for object recognition [43].
This model specifiess 3 levels of object representation: an initial
representation which represents 2-D geometry; the second level is
a viewer-centered object description which represents the spatial
relations of visible surfaces from the viewer’s position; the third
level is a 3-D object-centered representation in which objects are
independent of the viewer’s position. Because the object-centered
representation specified the 3-D structure of the object in a relatively
standard form, it is at this level that perception and recognition
converge. Accordingly, impairments in initial object representation
are predicted in the VH-PD compared to the non VH-PD group,
and for these impairments to be most marked for stimuli where the
2-D features are degraded (where there is overlap with viewing realworld objects under conditions of dim lighting/scotopic vision). If
impairments exist in forming an initial representation of objects, then
deficits should also be evident in tasks that assess object matching
when key identifying features are either obscured or the objects are
seen from unusual view-points.
The presence of prefrontal-dependent executive dysfunction
is a core feature of PD where broad-ranging deficits span response
initiation, working memory, attention, decision-making and
reasoning. However, in VH-PD, a disproportionate decline is
predicted in a source monitoring task specifically related to a tendency
to misattribute internally-generated items as externally-perceived.
Furthermore, VH-PD is predicted to mark by a relatively greater
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impairment in executive functions linked reasoning compared to non
VH PD, whereas no differences are expected between the two groups
on other executive processes such as response initiation and response
suppression.

Methods
Participants
Eighteen patients with idiopathic non-dementing PD were
recruited from the outpatient clinic at the Department of Neurology,
University Hospital of North Staffordshire. Patients were in the mild
to severe stages of the disease with a mean [44] severity stage of 3
(SD=0.62). Patients were assigned to groups according to whether
they had experienced VHs in the last 3 months, or had never
experienced VHs. Nine VH-PD (6 male, 3 female) patients and 9
non VH-PD (6 male, 3 female) patients were matched for gender,
age (U=39.50, p=.95) and the following neuropsychological and
clinical characteristics: current levels of mental functioning (MiniMental Status Examination [MMSE], [45]: U = 24.50, p = .17, and
Cambridge Examination for Mental Disorders of the Elderly Revised [CAMCOG], [46]: U = 25.00, p = .18); premorbid crystalline
IQ (National Adult Reading Test [NART], [47]: U=38.00, p = .85);
depression (Hamilton Depression Inventory [HDI], [48]: U=19.50, p
=.06); illness duration (U = 35.00, p = .65); disease severity (Modified
[44]: U = 27.00, p = .29); and the motor subsection of the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS; [49]: U = 29.00, p = .33).
VH-PD and non VH-PD groups were also matched on the
following medication: daily D2 agonist dosage (U = 24.50, p = .16);
daily L-dopa dosage (U = 37.00, p = .78); daily monoamine-oxidase-Binhibitor (U = 39.00, p = .85); and daily Catechol-o-methyltransferase
inhibitor (U = 40.00, p =1.00). The demographics and clinical
characteristics for both patient groups are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of VH-PD and non VH-PD.
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NonVH-PD
Mean (SD)

Age

67.78 (5.91)

67.33 (6.85)

Gender: male/female

6/3

6/3

MMSE

27.89 (1.54)

28.89 (0.93)

CAMCOG: Total Score

88.22 (7.84)

92.56 (4.59)

Premorbid IQ (NART)

104.11 (9.39)

102.89 (11.60)

Depression (HDI)

21.38 (8.24)a

14.17 (9.27)b

Illness Duration (years)

9.22 (4.84)

7.50 (3.00)

Hoehn and Yahr Stage

3.17 (0.66)

2.78 (0.57)

UPDRS (motor
subsection)

14.44 (8.16)

12.11 (7.01)

-dopa (mg/day)

572.22 (265.88)

650.00 (302.08)

L

Figure 1: Model showing the sensory, perceptual and cognitive processes
contributing to visual hallucinations in Parkinson’s disease. The levels start
with sensory encoding, perception and recognition at the bottom, reality
testing second and reasoning third. When the 3 levels are combined they
generate the fourth level: meaning.

VH-PD
Mean (SD)

Dopamine Receptor
6.17 (9.29)
6.56 (4.39)
Agonist (mg/day)
Monamine-oxidase-B4.67 (5.07)
5.00 (5.00)
inhibitor (mg/day)
Catechol-omethyltransferase
22.22 (66.67)
177.78 (533.33)
inhibitor (mg/day)
Note: MMSE: Mini-Mental Status Examination [45]; NART: National Adult
Reading Test [47]; HDI: Hamilton Depression Inventory [48]; UPDRS: Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale [49].
a
moderate depression according to HDI
b
subclinical depression according to HDI
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Exclusion criteria for the study included: a history of substance
abuse (including alcohol); learning difficulties (including dyslexia);
a co-morbid neurological condition; a history of psychiatric illness
(including clinical depression); a first-degree relative with a diagnosed
psychiatric illness; previous injury rendering unconsciousness for
more than 6 hours; English not their first language; and a MMSE score
of less than 26. Any patients taking amantadine and anticholinergic
medication were also excluded. All patients were community dwelling
with normal or corrected vision and hearing.
The study had local research ethics committee approval and all
participants provided written informed consent. Each patient took
part in three 90-minute sessions and their participation in the study
extended over a 10-14 day period. Screening and matching tests
were counterbalanced during the first testing session. Assessment of
visual object perception and recognition, spatial processing, visual
and spatial imagery, executive function and logical reasoning, were
counterbalanced across the remaining 2 sessions. The order of test
administration was counterbalanced across all participants.
Neuropsychological tests
Current and premorbid levels of functioning
The MMSE [45] and the CAMCOG [46] were used to measure
current levels of mental functioning, and the NART [47] provided
an estimate of premorbid crystalline IQ. Mood was measured with
the HADS [48].
Visual object and spatial perception, object recognition and
imagery
The Visual Object and Space Perception battery (VOSP;
[50] comprises of four spatial subtests (dot-counting, position
discrimination, number location and cube analysis) and four object
perception sub-tests (incomplete letters, silhouettes, object decisions
and progressive silhouettes). Visual object recognition was measured
using the foreshortened view subtest and the minimal view subtest
of the Birmingham Object Recognition Test (BORB; [51]. In the
foreshortened view subtest the main identifying features of the object
is maintained when viewed from an unusual viewpoint, whereas in
the minimal feature view subtest the main identifying feature of the
object is obscured when viewed from an unusual viewpoint. In both
the foreshortened and minimal view subtest participants are required
to identify which of two pictures show the target object. The spatial
imagery subtest of the Multidimensional Aptitude Battery [52] was
used to provide a measure of spatial imagery. In this task, participants
are required to use mental rotation to notice differences in a series of
figures. Participants are required to work as quickly and as accurately
as they can by selecting the correct answer from a choice of 5 options.
Visual imagery ability was measured using 10 structured imagery
questions similar to those detailed by [53]. The questions were
designed to elicit a mental image that could be used to provide a one
word answer to questions on the following topics: shape (e.g. “A ruler
is longer than it is wide - true or false?”), colour (e.g. “Is a holly leaf
darker green than grass - yes or no?”), and letters (e.g. “Is the capital
letter B formed by straight lines, curved lines, or both?”). The 16-item
vividness of visual imagery questionnaire (VVIQ; [54] was also used
to provide a measure of subjective imagery. The image summoned
for each item was rated along a 5-point scale of vividness (1-perfectly
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com
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clear, to 5—no image at all), once with eyes open, and then with eyes
closed. In addition to these questionnaires, 4 sets of 10 semantic
decision questions similar to those detailed in [36], were asked
concerning both visual and non-visual living and non-living items,
e.g. Living-visual: Does an eagle have small talons? Living-non-visual:
Are monkey’s primates? Non-living-visual: Does a tractor have large
tyres? Non-living-non-visual: Is a thimble used for knitting?
Executive function
Estimates of response initiation and response suppression, and
spatial reasoning were derived from The Hayling Tests 1 and 2, and
the Brixton Test, respectively [55]. The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
(WCST; Heaton, Chelune, Talley et al., 1989) and verbal fluency
(phonetic, semantic, and alternating) were used to provide measures
of decision-making, monitoring, and reasoning. Finally, deductive
reasoning was assessed using a version of the XT-task [56].
The XT-task required the selection of one of two stimuli that were
presented together, one to the left and one to the right of the screen.
Upon selection the response was fed back immediately and appeared
as a circle around the selected stimulus with the message correct or
incorrect presented on screen for 600ms below the stimulus pair. The
stimuli comprised of XT letters that differed in color (blue or red),
size (large or small), and location (left or right); thus creating eight
features during each trial i.e. X or T, blue or red, left or right, and
large or small. One of these features was relevant to the task at any
moment and was determined by the computer program. During the
experiment the relevant feature changed without notice after 10, 12 or
14 trials (mean = 12 trials) with a maximum of 30 changes. A failure
to make a response within 3000ms following stimulus presentation
resulted in the recording of an incorrect response. XT reasoning
performance was measured by the number of stimuli that was used
before the correct rule was found and this was averaged across all
trials.
Source monitoring task
The source monitoring task was similar to that used by [36].
The stimuli included 48 targets (24 words for the imagery trials, 24
pictures for the perception trials) presented at study and 24 distractors
(12 words, 12 pictures) randomly intermixed with the targets and
presented at test. All stimuli were presented individually on 120mm
X 80mm cards. The pictures were taken from a set of standardized
Snodgrass pictures [57]. At test, 24 targets (12 words, 12 pictures)
were reinstated in the same format and the remaining 24 targets
(12 words, 12 pictures) were presented in the opposite format. This
produced four conditions: 1) picture at encoding, picture at retrieval
(picture-picture); 2) picture at encoding, word at retrieval (pictureword); 3) word at encoding, picture at retrieval (word-picture); and
4) word at encoding, word at retrieval (word-word). The allocation of
stimuli to be viewed as a word or as a picture was counterbalanced.
Prior to the experiment participants were given a short
practice test to help familiarize them with the procedure. At study,
participants were presented with each target (picture or word) for
5000ms and asked to imagine the picture or word as a black and
white drawing and to provide an estimate in seconds of how long
it would take to draw the item. For words, participants were told
to base their estimated drawing time on the image and not the
Austin J Psychiatry Behav Sci 1(6): id1031 (2014) - Page - 04
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Table 2: Executive function, Reasoning and Fluency for VH-PD and non VH-PD.

WCST

VH-PD

nonVH-PD

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Trials to complete first category

42.88
(43.24)

18.56 (17.06)

Number of categories completed

2.63 (2.07)**

4.33 (1.50)

Percent of perseverative errors

25.88 (9.42)** 17.67 (8.44)
45.00
(19.65)

55.56 (18.41)

2.38 (2.20)**

0.78 (0.97)

Haylinga Response initiation & suppression

4.11 (2.42)

4.56 (1.89)

Brixtona Reasoning

2.38 (2.13)**

4.89 (1.62)

XT

Reasoning Task

9.68 (1.42)*

8.32 (0.90)

Phonemic: FAS (total)

10.76 (7.41)

12.48 (4.40)

Semantic (total)

19.17 (6.52)

21.52 (5.76)

Alternating (total)

10.54 (6.10)** 15.33 (2.34)

Percent of conceptual level responses
Failure to maintain a set

Fluency

Note : WCST : Wisconsin CardSorting Test (Heatonetal., 1989).
a Hayling and Brixton [55].
*p: .05, one-tailed
** Significant at p< .05, one-tailed.

complexity or size of the object. Once the study phase was complete,
there was a 15 minute filled delay before testing in which participants
were engaged in tests of fluency and executive function. At test,
participants were presented with the 48 previously presented targets
randomly intermixed with the 24 distracters. Participants were asked
to state ‘yes’ if they had previously seen the item before or ‘no’ if the
item was new. For all recognized items, regardless of whether these
were correct or incorrect, participants were asked to state whether
it had been previously presented at study as a word (imaged) or as
a picture (percept). Performance measures reported are the mean
number of correct and incorrect source judgments for each of the
four conditions: picture-picture, picture-word, word-picture, and
word- word.

= 18.00, p< .05, one-tailed) on the WCST. However, there were no
significant difference between VH-PD and non VH-PD in the number
of trials to complete a category (U = 26.00, p = .18, one-tailed) or in
the number of conceptual level responses (U = 24.00, p = .14, onetailed) on the WCST.
VH-PD patients also exhibited deficits on the Brixton Test
of Spatial Anticipation (U = 12.00, p<.05, one-tailed) and total
Alternating fluency (U = 12.50, p< .05, one-tailed) compared to nonVH-PD patients.
There were no significant differences between VH-PD patients
and non-VH-PD patients on the Hayling Tests of Sentence Initiation
and Suppression (U = 37.50, p = .40, one-tailed), total phonemic FAS
fluency (U = 28.50, p = .15, one-tailed) or total Semantic fluency (U =
29.00, p = .16, one-tailed).
Performance data (means and standard deviations) for the XT
reasoning task are presented in Table 2 and graphed in Figure 2. VHPD patients required more trials to find the rule compared to non
VH-PD patients (U = 16.00, p = .05, one-tailed).
Visual perception and object recognition and visual
imagery
Performance on visual perception, object recognition and visual
imagery is presented in Table 3. VH-PD patients were impaired on
the silhouettes (U = 20.00, p< .05, one-tailed) object recognition
subtest of the VOSP compared to non VH-PD patients. However,
performance on the remaining 3 object recognition and 4 spatial
performance subtests of the VOSP did not differ between VH-PD
and non VH-PD patient groups (all p-values > .15). VH-PD patients
also exhibited deficits on the foreshortened (U = 22.50, p< .05, onetailed) and the minimal feature (U = 22.00, p< .05, one-tailed) view
subtests of the BORB compared to non VH-PD patients. VH-PD and
non VH-PD patients did not differ significantly on tests of spatial and
visual imagery (all p-values > .15).
Source monitoring task
The recognition and source judgments for each condition in
the source monitoring task are presented in Table 4. There were no
significant differences in recognition performance for picture-picture
(U = 27.50, p = .21, one-tailed), word-word (U = 30.00, p = .29, onetailed), picture-word (U = 34.00, p = .44, one-tailed), word-picture (U

Results

Neuropsychological tests
Executive function
Measures of executive function are presented in Table 2.
Relative to non VH-PD patients, VH-PD patients completed fewer
categories (U= 17.50, p<.05, one-tailed), made more preservative
errors (U= 17.50, p<.05, one-tailed) and failed to maintain a set (U
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Mean number trials

The data was not normally distributed so non-parametric analysis
was conducted using Mann Whitney U tests. Data is reported for 8
VH-PD patients on the following tests: WCST, Brixton, VIAQ, XT
reasoning task and source monitoring task, and for 8 non VH-PD
patients on the XT reasoning task due to one patient in each group
who was lost to follow up.

10
8
6
4
2
0

VH-PD

nonVH_PD

Figure 2: The mean number of trials needed to find the rule on the XT
reasoning tasks for PD-VH and non VH-PD patient groups.
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Table 3: Object Recognition, perception and visual imagery for VH-PD and
nonVH-PD.

VOSP

VH-PD

nonVH-PD

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Incomplete letters (20)

19.11 (0.78)

19.00 (0.87)

Silhouettes (30)

19.56 (4.33)*

23.33 (3.74)

Object decision (20)

17.22 (2.39)

17.89 (1.83)

Progressive silhouettes (20)

9.00 (3.00)

Dot counting (10)

10.00 (0.00)

9.89 (0.33)

Position discrimination (20)

19.78 (0.44)

19.89 (0.33)

Table 4: Source monitoring performance for VH-PD and non VH-PD patients.
Recognition
Correct
Incorrect
Condition
Group
scores of
source
source
old items
scores
scores
(EncodingMean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Retrieval)
PicturePicture

8.50 (2.00)

8.50 (2.00) 0.00 (0.00)

8.89 (3.26)

8.67 (3.24) 0.22 (0.67)

9.33 (2.00)
Word-Word

Number location (10)

8.44 (1.24)

8.78 (1.92)

Cube analysis (10)

8.67 (1.66)

9.56 (0.73)
Picture-Word

BORB

VH-PD
NonVH-PD

Foreshortened subtest

24.33 (0.87)*

25.00 (0.00)

Minimal feature subtest

24.11 (0.33)*

24.56 (0.73)
Word-Picture

VH-PD

7.75 (2.61)

5.50 (4.24) 2.25 (1.91)

NonVH-PD

6.78 (2.54)

5.56 (2.55) 1.22 (1.64)

VH-PD

4.88 (1.96)

4.63 (2.26) 0.25 (0.26)

NonVH-PD

4.78 (2.39)

4.56 (2.35) 0.22 (0.44)

VH-PD
NonVH-PD

Spatiala

Scaled score

45.22 (10.16)

49.11 (13.38)

VIAQ

Shapes (10)

8.38 (1.51)

8.67 (1.00)

Letters (10)

9.50 (0.54)

9.11 (1.05)

Colours (10)

8.00 (1.51)

8.78 (1.09)

Living visual (10)

8.88 (0.99)

9.33 (0.87)

Living non visual (10)

8.88 (0.64)

9.00 (0.71)

Non-living visual (10)

9.50 (0.76)

9.44 (0.73)

Non-living non-visual (10)

10.00 (0.00)

9.78 (0.44)

29.94 (7.84)

30.94 (9.36)

VVIQ (80)

Note : VOSP : Visual Object and Space Perception Test (Warrington & James,
1967); BORB: Birmingham Object Recognition Test [51]; VIAQ: Visual ImageryAbility Questionnaire [53]; VVIQ: The Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire
(Marks, 1973).
*Significant at p< .05 for one-tailed test
a
Spatial imagery subtest, Jackson, 1985

= 31.50, p = .34, one-tailed). There were also no significant differences
in correct source for picture-picture (U = 31.00, p = .33, one-tailed),
word-word (U = 35.00, p = .47, one-tailed), picture-word (U =
34.00, p = .43, one-tailed), or word-picture (U = 19.00, p = .06, onetailed), however, correct source for word-picture was approaching
significance, which suggested that VH-PD patients had a tendency
towards poor source memory for word-picture than non VH-PD
patients. There were also no significant differences between VH-PD
and non VH-PD patients for incorrect source for picture-picture (U
= 32.00, p = .53, one-tailed), word-word (U = 22.00, p = .09, onetailed), and picture-word (U = 35.00, p = .67, one-tailed). However,
VH-PD patients did make significantly more source errors for wordpicture (U = 15.00, p< .05, one-tailed) than non VH-PD patients by
misattributing an internally generated image as a real percept.

Discussion
Previous behavioral and functional brain imaging research
indicates that impaired visual perception and visual recognition (for
example,[27,36] and errors identifying the source of mental images
such that internally generated images are misattributed to the external
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

5.88 (2.36) 2.00 (2.83)* 3.88 (2.23)**
6.11 (3.79)

4.44 (3.64) 1.67 (1.94)

*Approaching significance p: .06, one-tailed
** Significant at p< .05, one-tailed

environment [36], characterize the behavioral profile of visually
hallucinating (VH) patients with Parkinson’s Disease (PD) compared
to non VH-PD. So, for example, in the study reported by Barnes et
al., VH-PD patients showed dissociation between (deficits in) object
perception, recognition memory, source attribution and (spared)
spatial processing and visual imagery. The presence of low level
perceptual errors in this study is consistent with the later functional
magnetic resonance imaging evidence of reduced activation of the
lateral occipital cortex, and extra striate visual temporal areas just
before image recognition in VH-PD compared to non VH-PD [27].
According to Coltheart, [58] two factor theory of monothematic
delusion, and by extension here, to visual hallucinations, at least two
cognitive abnormalities must be present: an anomalous perceptual
experience [59] and a reasoning impairment [42]. Faulty perception
is cited as giving the anomalous experience its content while the
reasoning impairment prevents its rejection. A variety of different
studies converge to support a reasoning abnormality as a risk factor
for delusions. For example, [60] reported that people with delusions
required less information to arrive at a definite decision than
persons without a delusion or people with a depressive disorder, a
phenomenon called “jumping to conclusions” and was interpreted
as an argument for disturbed cognitive processes in the case of
(persecutory) delusion. So, the purpose of the reported study was
to replicate previous work showing the presence of faulty “bottomup” perception and extend this by exploring “top-down” executive
functions that had a differential weighting on reasoning.
The key behavioral findings from this case report can be
summarized as follows: first, impairments in object perception and
recognition impairments, when key identifying details are obscured,
and source attribution errors, where self-generated images were
misattributed to an external source, mark the behavioral profile of
VH-PD compared to non VH-PD. Second, the perceptual and source
attribution errors in VH-PD dissociate from visual perception using
canonical views of objects, spatial perception and visual imagery.
Indicating therefore that, VH-PD is not simply a subgroup with
Austin J Psychiatry Behav Sci 1(6): id1031 (2014) - Page - 06
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generalized cognitive impairment. Third, these replicated findings
(see [36] were present in relatively small groups of PD patients, which
speaks to the robustness of the perceptual and cognitive profiles
described. Finally, our study is consistent with Coltheart et al.’s
two factor theory, we show for the first time (as far as the authors
are aware), that VH-PD show abnormal reasoning compared to
non VH-PD. Furthermore reasoning abnormalities dissociate from
other executive functions showing that VH-PD is not a marker of
generalized executive dysfunction.

10. Ozer F, Meral H, Hanoglu L, Ozturk O, Aydemir T, Cetin S, et al. Cognitive
impairment patterns in Parkinson’s disease with visual hallucinations. J Clin
Neurosci. 2007; 14: 742-746.

The following key findings from our study, summarized below,
should be considered against the background of our relatively small
sample size, and the limitation this poses for interpretation of results
(for example, false positive results leading to an over-estimation of
the magnitude of associations). Accordingly, we suggest that VH in
PD is associated with a hierarchy of bottom-up (visual perceptual
and recognition processes) and top-down (reasoning) risk factors.
In the present case, these impairments represent stable or mediating
vulnerability factors rather than transient indicators of dysfunction–
since none of the VH-PD group were actively hallucinating during
the neuropsychological testing sessions. These “inherent” weaknesses
within the perceptual and cognitive structures remain hidden when
lighting is good, visual objects are well defined etc but may be
artificially exposed in the laboratory by challenging the processing
systems with the particular stimuli and tasks found most difficult.
Such deficits, when combined with impaired cognitive reasoning
operate in a complex interaction to produce VHs in PD.

13. Teunisse RJ, Cruysberg JR, Hoefnagels WH, Verbeek AL, Zitman FG. Visual
hallucinations in psychologically normal people: Charles Bonnet’s syndrome.
Lancet. 1996; 347: 794-797.
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